Non Toxic "Get Rid Bed Bugs" Infestation Products.


Take a moment and watch the seven minute video produced by CedarCide.com. This is an informative movie wherein we document the demise of our target pests; bed bugs and fleas, the nastiest of all parasites. Once exposed to BEST YET, our non toxic, organic bed bug infestation control product, they all die within seconds. Then get a quick science lesson as to why the non toxic "get rid bed bugs" solution, BEST YET, is far more effective than synthetic chemicals for treatment of arthropod and hexapod insect species. The scientific testing took place at the world renowned Insect Control Research Laboratories in Baltimore Maryland on March 11, 2009.

"BEST YET is highly effective against bed bugs including eggs when applied directly". Dr.Changlu Wang, Dept. of Entomology-Rutgers University.

Click Here to Read BEST YET Efficacy Report.
Credits-Bed Bug Central/Dr. Changlu Wang, Rutgers University.
Please Review Other Non Toxic "Get Rid Bed Bugs" Products, Kits and Packages Below.

Click on photo for-1- 32 oz. Quart of BEST YET Non Toxic "Get Rid Bed Bugs" Spray.

Click on photo for-The Non Toxic "Get Rid Bed Bugs" Kit with 1 Gallon of Best Yet and 3 Applicators.

Click on photo for-The Non Toxic "Get Rid Bed Bug" Kit with Fogger and 2 Gallons of BEST YET.

Click on photo for- DIY Pro Natural, Non Toxic, organic Bed Bug Infestation Kit with Fogger, 6 Compression Sprayers and 55 Gallons of BEST YET.

Please Click Here To Review CedarCide's Best Practices- Bed Bug Removal Protocol.

America's Best Supplier of Non Toxic, Organic Alternatives to Battle the Bed Bug Epidemic.

CedarCide.Com is fast becoming America's Best Supplier of non toxic, natural and organic alternatives to battle the bed bug epidemic. Every day we are hearing from professional pest control operators across the country (and other countries too) desperately seeking an organic product that really kills bed bugs. Why? Because professional exterminators are having trouble renewing customers this year. Customers don't want to continue their contracts often telling PCO's: "No thanks, we just don't want you spraying those nasty chemicals in my home any longer!"

Great news, there is an non toxic, organic alternative that kills bed bugs on contact, and even better news, CedrCide.Com's "Get Rid Bed Bugs" formulation, BEST YET, kills bed bugs faster than the pyrethrins they are currently utilizing, plus BEST YET will kill bed bug eggs and larvae, something that synthetic pyrethroid products have never been able to accomplish.
Dozens of PCOs that have already discovered BEST YET report that business has improved dramatically since they now offer a safe for humans, non toxic and organic protocol to treat bed bug infestations. Now instead of customers complained about the bad smell after treatment, new and renewing clients are raving about the fresh cedar aroma residual left behind after a service call.

Please Review the Discounts Available To PCO’s Purchasing Product in Larger Quantities.

Click on photo for-Case of 4 Gallons of Best Yet Non Toxic "Get Rid Bed Bugs" Solution.

Click on photo for-Case of 8 Gallons of Best Yet NonToxic "Get Rid Bed Bugs" Solution.

Click on photo for-The Non Toxic Organic Bed Bug Infestation Kit with Fogger and 4 Gallons of BEST YET.

Got a question? Get live telephone help anytime Mon-Friday 7am-10pm Saturday 9am-5pm, we would love to hear from you! Call 1-800-842-1464.

BEST YET Solved the Bed Bug Problem and Saved the Day.

To: info@cedarcide.com
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2010 3:44 PM
Subject: BEDBUGS

My name is Robert Harris. I work for a company that is concerned with housing homeless people. WE have a population that comes from shelters that house the masses from Harris County and other counties surrounding Houston Texas. Some of these clients brought bedbugs with them. We called exterminators. The experts charged between $250.00 and $500.00 per room and were not effective.

WE purchased pyrethroids. They were minimally effective and did not kill the eggs. The adults were eventually immune to this product.

Cedarcide Industries, Inc. assisted us by giving us product, equipment and hands on instructions on the application of BEST YET. The efficacy of this product cannot be disputed. Seeing is believing. Cedarcide Industries product, Best Yet has assisted tremendously. It solved the bedbug problem and saved us time, money and man hours.
Our clients are happy and we are happy. This product is not toxic to humans. It allowed us time to apply product and get the clients back into their living quarters promptly. The product had no negative effect on furniture, clothing or personal effects. I would recommend this product to anyone experiencing bedbugs. It saved the day for us and will do the same for anyone else.

Robert Harris
Midtown Terrace/Veterans in Progress (VIP) program / US VETS, Houston Texas

Click Here to Read Additional Customer Testimonials Regarding CedarCide's Non Toxic Organic Products.